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Truro Agencies is connected to the best known Rural Manufacturing Brands available. 
We rely on the best advise, expertise & merchandise.

WHO WE ARE
Heiniger is the World’s leading precision engineering 
company specialising in the production of tools to remove 
hair and fibre from animals.

WHAT WE DO
We focus our attention on making the working-life of our 
customers in the animal fibre harvesting & animal welfare 
easier. 
HOW WE DO IT 

With quality, drive, agility and loyalty.



ICON FX
Unleash Your Potential. 
The redesigned slimmer barrel 
provides better handpiece balance 
and new levels of comfort and 
ergonomics to reduce strain and give 
you superior manoeuvrability, control 
and grip.
Increase Your Tallies. The overall 
lighter FX requires less effort and time 
to start and stop each blow, helping 
you shear more efficiently and 
maximise tallies. 

Your Ultimate Handpiece. With 
countless hours of research, 
development and testing, the FX 
pushes the boundaries of shearing 
while continuing the world renowned 
legacy of the Icon - the same Swiss 
quality, precision and reliability that 
Heiniger is known for.



ICON 
CYCLONE
Designed by experts, 
tested by professionals
Smooth running, 
ergonomic design and a 
crisper cut
Offers longer working life 
and reduced maintenance
Note: Comb and Cutter 
not included.



The Fusion has been engineered to 

cope with the most challenging 

shearing conditions. Idea for both 

sheep & cattle, it features 2 speeds to 

cut through dense coats effortlessly. 

The FUSION has been ergonomically 

designed for comfort & ease of use & 

includes multiple grip positions for 

different shearing jobs.

Fusion Shear
• Two speeds for different types of 

animals.

• Powerful and efficient 360W 

permanent-magnet motor.

• Overload protection featuring 

easy reset function

• Unique double-fan design to 

maximise air flow around the 

motor

• Industrial-grade bearings for 

cooler running and longer service 

life

• Ergonomic handle with a middle 

grip for crutching and detailing 

grip for fingertip control during 

shearing



Super powerful 240 volt / 200 
watt permanent magnet 
motor. Ideal for crutching, 
dagging / wigging and 
shearing small flocks of sheep, 
goats and camelids.

•Low vibration
•Lightweight 1180 grams
•Durable fibreglass case with 
“soft feel” finish
•Ergonomic slim grip handle
•Cutting speed 2500dbs / 
minute
•Fitted with Ovina Comb and 
Diamond Cutter.

ELECTRIC
XPERT 240V Handpiece



Ultimate 3
Powerful and extremely versatile. 
Ideal for crutching/dagging and cow tail 
clipping without a mains power 
requirement or troublesome and 
potentially dangerous extension cords.
•Retractable cord, 160 Watt power, 1400 
grams
•Thumb operated momentary switch 
prolongs battery life and is ideal for flighty 
animals
•2 x 12v 7ah batteries
•Comes complete with 2 x battery chargers, 
handpiece holster and belt, Ovina Comb, 
Xtreme Cutter and battery backpack or 
pouch

12 Volt S12
A ‘must have’ for remote locations.
Connects with ease to car or motorbike battery, 
eliminating the need for an AC power supply. 
•Running time of 4-5 hours (regular size car battery) 
•Lightweight 1230 grams 
•5m heavy duty power lead and clamps 
•Complete with carry case, screwdriver, oil, brush, 
Ovina comb and Xtreme cutter 



Battery Powered

Rechargeable Sheep Shear
THUNDERBIRD are proud to introduce the new 12 

volt rechargeable Sheep Shearing device, powered 

by a quality lithium battery.

Offering portability and flexibility to shear or crutch 

small mobs of animals anywhere!

•RSS-12V

•Around 1.5 hours operation on each battery 

charge

•240 volt charging system supplied—fast 2.5 

hour charging

•BONUS (extra) battery supplied, 4000mah 

lithium

•Nicely balanced, low noise levels and low 

vibration design.

•Powerful 180 watt 12 Volt motor operating at 

2800 RPM, with effective venting system

•Tools supplied—brush, lubricating oil bottle 

and screwdriver with comb and cutter

•Blade pressure adjustment with rotation 

knob

•Convenient carry case supplied to keep 

everything tidy and together

•Can use standard combs and cutters



BAD LG2 RUN in SHEARING COMBS 94.5mm wide; long bevel
The all-new BAD LG2 features everything you  love about the original 
BAD comb with the  added benefits of LG2 to help you tackle the 
toughest combing sheep! 
•Reduced grease build up. Superior entry and flow
•Sits better on the pelt

WICKED 93.5mm wide; long bevel 
For all types of fine wool sheep. 
A proven favorite for achieving high tallies. 

FREESTYLE  - Full Thickness Shearing Combs
96mm wide; long bevel
For average to poor shearing merinos. 
Delivers a wide blow whilst leaving a beautiful finish. 
Right Hand - 714-057  Left Hand - 714-087

AWESOME
92mm wide; long bevel 
For toughest of fine wool sheep. 
Specifically designed with a flat bottom
tooth for those who shear with a flat hand. 

We stock a wide variety of Combs – however if you require 
something that is not on our shelf, we will happily source your 
requirement.



DIAMOND Run-In Shearing Cutters
Ideal for use on any thickness of comb. 
The Diamond cutter is suitable for all 
types of sheep. Parallel ground to 
ensure even tension and precision re-
sharpening. 
*Diamond shearing cutters are not 
suitable for use with winter comb 
profiles.

EXTREME Run-In Shearing 
Cutters
The Xtreme cutters design 
paralleled that of the Edge cutter 
sharing many of the Edge’s 
attributes including safety 
features eliminating potentially 
dangerous comb and cutter 
mechanical lock-ups. The Xtreme 
is run-in and engineered to give 
high performance straight from 
the packet. 

We stock a wide variety of Cutters  – however if you require 
something that is not on our shelf, we will happily source your 
requirement.



Acutecc Shearing Grinder

The COMPLETE out-of-the-box shearing grinder 
solution that includes everything you need to 
start grinding!
•With Arc Radius Technology 
•Enhances your ability to get on the radius of the 
disc 
•Powerful enough to be permanent, light enough 
to be portable 
•Your complete out of the box grinding solution 
The longer mast height of the Acutecc Shearing 
Grinder delivers a more consistent movement of 
the pendulum along the radius line, which in turn 
enhances the hollow when sharpening combs and 
cutters. 

What's In The Box?
•1 x Heiniger Acutecc A.R.T. Shearing Grinder
•2 x Pendulums with Aluminium Case
•1 x Coarse Red Heat Emery Sheet
•1 x Fine Red Heat Emery Sheet
•1 x 250ml Emery Glue
•1 x Safety Glasses, Ear Plugs & Grinding Wall Chart
•1 x Comb Hollow Check Stone



The Muscle Behind The Machine
Unique backing achieves a true 
replication of the hollow
Exceptionally sharp with 100% patented 
SG ceramic grain
Offers fast coating removal with less 
loading and longer life 
Our Red Heat grinding emery is unique 
in offering a 'closer to disc’ grind due to 
its unique new backing and the 100% 
patented SG (Seeded Gel) ceramic grain 
lets you save time by changing emery 
less often. 

Fine - 719-260
Coarse - 719-250



We carry a Range of 
Down Tubes & carry 
spare parts for many 
applications.

Flexible Worm Drive

Flexible Pin Drive &

Solid Tubes


